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Taylor’d to control access.

Taylor’d to maintain convenience.

Taylor’d to be dependable.

TAY LO R  F E N C E

GATES
Taylor Fence Company has Taylor’d top projects since 1942. A 
reputation for superior design, construction and maintenance has 
made Taylor one of the most in-demand sources of high-quality 
fences, gates, and security systems in Colorado.

Get a free estimate and see the Taylor’d 
di�erence in person.
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DETECT

DELAY

DENY

DEFENDDETER

TAYLOR’D
GATE TYPES

 » PEDESTRIAN GATES 
Allow convenient access to specific 
pedestrians while restricting access 
to others

 » TURNSTILES 
Controlled pedestrian access into 
and out of secured facilities

 » EGRESS GATES 
Allows safe and easy exit from 
the property

 » HOSTILE VEHICLE MITIGATION 
Access points that protect people 
and properties from vehicle threats

In addition to our residential entrance driveway gates, our sliding gates, vertical 
pivot gates, bi-folding gates, and vertical li� gates are the pe�ect choice for all of 
our industrial, commercial, and high security fence types. 
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GATE 
OPERATORS
Operator systems are Taylor’d to your fence and access needs. Whether fully 
automatic gate operators or access control systems, Taylor draws from the industry’s 
leading manufacturers to provide a single source solution and meet ASTM F2200 and 
UL325 safety standards.

Taylor Fence’s knowledgeable sta� will be able to assist architects and engineers 
who are seeking assistance in gate entry layout and design, as well as direct 
specifiers to the appropriate products that best fit the required application.

AUTOMATIC GATE OPENERS 
including:

 » Vehicle detection

 » Solar powered solutions

 » Electro-mechanical 
and hydraulic

ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS  
including:

 » Smart phone

 » Intercom/telephone

 » Keypads

 » RFID

DIAGNOSIS AND 
MAINTENANCE PLANS

Seamlessly keep your 
gate system in constant 
working order through 
all seasons year a�er 
year with ongoing Taylor 
support. Customized plans 
at the level appropriate to 
your needs.
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Success with variety of size 
and complexity of projects
Taylor’d to your scale and requirements

Taylor Fence Co. projects range from highly-secured US military bases to residential 
communities that must balance privacy with convenient access.

CONFIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

International contracting company, DPR Construction, needed fencing 
specialists on a confidential Data Center project at Buckley Air 
Force Base. They turned to Taylor Fence. Not only did Taylor have the 
qualifications and sta�ing to handle this secure military project, they 
also shined in their area of expertise.

“They definitely know their cra� and know their specific scope 

of work. They brought a lot of intelligence regarding some of the 

more technical aspects of the fence.”
| KYLE COTTER, PROJECT ENGINEER, DPR CONSTRUCTION

MAKING GATED ACCESS EASY

Z&R Property Management is a family-owned business executing 
the management needs of residential properties and communities. 
When the board at Summer Glen Estates north of Colorado Springs 
voted to update faulty access gates from another provider, Taylor 
Fence had the complete solution. Not only did Taylor’s team install a 
seamless new RFID gate access system the residents loved, they also 
made certain to explain the plan to the board, help the Z&R Property 
Management team get up and running with the RFID activation 
so�ware, and quickly provide extra RFID tags when requested. 

“ It went o� without a hitch on the day of implementation 

and the people are just thrilled with it.”
| KERRY CANTRELL CMCA, COMMUNITY MANAGER, Z&R PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Contact Taylor Fence for a free estimate on your gate needs today. 
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